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I MAKINA 4 x 5"1 
WITH THE SAME RANGE OF 

FEATURES AS THE MARK III 

--AT AN EXCEPTIONALL Y LOW PRICE! 

Piau bel has gone all out to produce an 

extremely versatile, top quality view camera 

at a down-to-earth price. But don't let its low 

price mislead you! The new MAKI NA is not 

an "economy" model in any way. It is a 

Piau bel Profia System camera, and its features 

will please the most critical professional 

Photographer. Almost all of the many access

ories in the Plaubel Profia System fit the 

MAKI NA. The camera is made of the same 

first grade materials and with the same fine 

West German craftsmanship as the de luxe 

MARK III. 

The MAKINA has almost the same extreme range of movements as the 

new MAR K III. This includes a 3600 swing, 3.75" (95mm) rise, .8" (20mm) 

fall, 1.411.4" (35/35mm) shift and 35/350 tilts. There is a click stop in zero 

position for swings, tilts and vertical movements. 

As in the MARK III, the front and rear standards of the MAKINA 

have the identical range of movements. The MAKI NA's 22" (560mm) bellows 

length makes possible the most extreme adjustments. All adjustments are made 

around the central axis. 

The MAKI NA's universal camera back with spring-loaded frame and grid 

lined groundglass handles all standard 4x5", roll film and Polaroid® sheet and 

pack holders. A fresnel lens is supplied with the back for greater illumination 

of the groundglass image. 

In the tradition of the MAR K series of Plaubel Profia view cameras, which 

features a multi-channel monorail for greater camera stability and ease of move

ment on the monorail, the MAKINA offers a patented new type rail -- a flat, 1%" 

wide 3-channeI17.5" (450mm) monorail--. as the camera's foundation. The 

center channel atop the rail serves as a smooth track for travel of the focusing 



wheel located in the base of each camera standard. The two side channels are 

tracks for the 3" long guide bars built into the base of the standards. The focusing 

movements of the standards on the monorail are self-braking. 

With these features in its monorail system, the MAKINA has a base that help 

assure vibration-free exposures. 

The MAKI NA is tapped underneath with a socket for tripod head screw, 

eliminating the need for a rail clamp. Interchangeable 12" (300mm) and 27.5" 

(700mm) 3-channel flat monorails are in the MAKINA program. The MAKINA 

takes most Profia accessories, including wide angle (bag) bellows, lensboards, 

reflex focusing hood, lightmeter attachment, etc. The lightmeter attachment is 

a particularly useful accessory. It gives a through-the-Iens meter reading on 

groundglass with full 4x5" coverage, yet by an ingenious mirror-magnifier system, 

permits you to see the groundglass image while taking the meter reading. 

The MAKINA 4x5" is constructed of heavy duty aluminum alloy and is 

finished in Professional Matte Black. ", written one year guarantee is supplied 

with each camera. 

GUARANTEE 
Piau bel Profia cameras and accessories are guaranteed against defects in manu

facturing for one year from date of purchase, under the terms of the Guarantee and Regis
tration card supplied. The Guarantee applies to the original purchaser only. 

Prices subject to change without notice. 
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